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1: eBay Metal Detectors | Treasure Hunting
Choosing a place to treasure hunt with your metal detector is especially important. It will dictate what you find and how
much you will find. If you hunt on the beach, you're likely to find lost jewelry, coins and watches.

No LCD screen Technology There are a few different technologies you should familiarize yourself with when
choosing which detector to buy. I will summarize each below very broadly: These are signal frequency
machines used for coin, jewelry, and relic hunting. Pulse Induction PI Pulse induction PI is a technology used
in specialty machines for areas of high mineralization - i. These machines will punch through ground minerals
like salt and iron and will report on all metal objects without the ability to discriminate. I use the Minelab
CTX for this very reason. Search Coils Another thing to consider is the stock coil that comes with your
detector. There are a few points you should consider when choosing a coil. Stock coil size Generally speaking,
the larger the coil, the better the depth. So common sense tells you to buy the largest coil, right? There are
other factors to consider. First, ground conditions and mineralization play a huge role in which size coil to use.
While large coils get better depth, they also see more of the ground which means your detector has to process
more signals in mineralized soil which can lead to very bad falsing, poor target ID and missed targets. A
smaller coil would see less of the ground, process less ground signals and allow you to increase your
sensitivity to the point where you could be getting the same depth as you would with the larger coil in neutral
ground. Make sense so far? Stock coil type There are several types of coil configurations - the most widely
used being the concentric and the double d DD. Without getting into too much detail, DD coils will get you
better detection depth and deal with ground mineralization better than a concentric. Concentric coils are
typically more cost-effective. The only real advantage it has over the DD in my opinion is that it can be easier
to pinpoint your target. Pinpointing with a DD coil just takes more practice. Accessory Coil Sizes Ground
mineralization aside, there are a few other reasons why you might want to have additional coil sizes in your
bag. These coils are called sniper coils.
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2: Find's Treasure Forums
Large Metal Detector, Treasure Hunting Finds Pouch / Bag. For Garrett, Minelab etc. Features Bottom with leak holes,
Adjustable Belt Clips. 2 Pinpointer Holders and multiple compartments. by AXProDetect.

So without further ado You must literally dig every beep to be truly successful here. While retirement type
finds have been made in a single hole, it should be noted that it is usually the accumulation of many small to
medium sized targets that wins the day here. There are two types of metal detectors that are widely used for
gold prospecting. They both vary greatly depending on how you want to hunt - and how much you can afford.
VLF very low frequency and PI pulse induction. The VLF detector is what most nugget hunters will start off
with. The VLF detector is much more sensitive to smaller gold down to the sub-gram level. On a larger coin
sized nugget, they can go several inches deep. Just keep in mind, the small shallow gold is the name of the
game with a VLF gold detector. They are very deep on larger nuggetsâ€¦think feet instead of inches. However,
they usually will not be able to find the very small sized gold pieces the sensitive VLF can find. The PI
detectors are made to find the big deep stuff we all dream about. Iron is usually the most present and least
wanted metal at relic site. A lower kHz detector is just too sensitive on larger deeper iron but great for high
conductor coin shooters 7kHz for example. While a higher kHz detector is usually too sensitive and loses
depth like a gold detector would want 50kHz for example. While this CAN fall into the relic hunting section,
as many relic hunters are most definitely searching for coins, the average coin shooter chooses old parks and
schools for a less iron infested hunt. That does not mean there is nothing to discriminate out. Foil and
aluminum are the bad guys here. Again - a VLF detector beats a PI here due to its discrimination, fast
separation, and recovery speed. It can see the coins next to all the pull tabs and foils bits - just like seeing the
coins next to nail and iron bits for the relic hunters. Many coin detectors run in the kHz range which gives a
push in depth and is hotter on high conductors compared to higher frequencies. They can run a wide range of
frequencies simultaneously and work very well as coin detectors. However, like a PI detector, high trash areas
found in many parks and schools are not their best setting. This is where once again a VLF detector with fast
separation and speed is a wise option. Many beach hunters choose a PI detector for beach hunting and gold
prospecting since it cuts through minerals like a knife through butter. They also treat the beach like gold
prospecting and dig it all. A wise move since many gold rings and jewelry are dropped at swimming and
tanning beaches. Since gold falls in the foil and aluminum range - digging it all is the only option. FBS and
especially BBS detectors do well here since they can ID targets very well - and penetrate the salty mineralized
beaches due to running multiple frequencies at the same time. PI like depth and VLF like discrimination make
these popular choices. I suppose we could talk about saltwater scuba detecting PI dominated or fresh lake
detecting VLF dominated - but I think we will call it day so this blog does not get too long and convoluted.
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3: 17 Best Metal Detectors in - Metal Detector Reviews & Ratings
Truth About Metal Detecting and Treasure Hunting - All Info! In-Depth Articles, Exclusive True Stories, How-To Tutorials,
Metal Detector Reviews, Secrets and more - a Wealth of Information To Help You Find Treasures!

A Complete Guide To Metal Detecting Research - this guide will help you master the most important part of
the hobby and enable you to determine and locate potential treasure hunting sites in your area. There are many
forms of research to choose from, and my guide will introduce you to the basic ones, with more focus given to
map research and footwork. Have Fun and Excitement Through My Detailed Treasure Hunting Stories You
can learn a lot about cache hunting, coin shooting and relic hunting just from my treasure hunting stories in
sections: A full list of my stories is given in this link-directory: I also announce them on my Twitter page. My
Best Finds section contains a few short stories on some of my cool treasure hunting finds made in different
parts of the world before Some of my uncommon finds that have been made after are shown in my recent
articles, tutorials and stories. Metal Detecting Finds And the off-topic photo galleries are listed in Photo
Galleries Directory These photo galleries contain many photographs taken during my metal detecting trips in
the US and abroad. This section contains pages with images of the best finds made by general detectorists,
coin shooters, relic hunters and beach hunters who submitted their photos and short stories to me. Share Your
Metal Detecting Experiences I encourage all hobby enthusiasts to submit pictures of their best metal detecting
finds that can be shown in this section: Field-test reports for any metal detector are welcomed as well! Great
Website Packed with Knowledge! Just wanted to thank you for putting all your insight online for everyone to
read and inspire more to get out and enjoy our great hobby! It is very interesting to read! Reading your stories
and your tips on metal detecting is very helpful and motivating. I have learned a lot from your site. I have
learnt a lot from it, and my learning is still going on, thank you very much! Your enthusiasm and honesty is
contagious, and lots of articles show your passion about this hobby. I truly love it when people have passion
for what they do, stand for or believe in. I also use the Explorer 2 on a regular basis together with my Vaquero
and CZ - they are those detectors which will probably never leave my side. I let all those people with there
beautiful and flashy Deus detectors and many other flashy brands be in peace, and hope they find just as much
treasures as myself. Or trash as we often do too laughing. You put so much effort into your website and it
shows. All those pictures and all those stories, it is just perfect. I want to thank you for all your work and all
your shared experiences. All your time spent in the field makes it very believable and very interesting. You
did, and still doing a wonderful job. I am saving for a metal detector, and find that your site is the most
comprehensive and useful site of all on the web. Thank you most kindly for your website! And all free too!
One question out of curiosity, do you still feel the Minelab E-trac is your best overall detector? It is XP Deus
now. USA on April 16, Your website makes a huge difference! After I have browsed the web and visited
many websites on metal detecting, I gotta tell you, I think your website is a valuable "keeper" in this
"webfield" that is full of junk - websites that fill up their pages with multiple keywords but do not give any
useful or in-depth information! They claim to be the most resourceful while posting a bunch of empty links
and no photos of real finds! To me, it was upsetting to realize that there were no real treasure hunters behind
those pages. Visiting your web page was like a breath of fresh air because you are a true treasure hunter and
have done a great job sharing your experience and knowledge, inspiring others, and telling the truth! Thank
you so much!!! You are the Man! UK on October 4, It has inspired me to really start metal detecting more. I
have always been fascinated. The story of your silver coin hoard [the story is temporarily unavailable - S. You
deserve that success because of the hard work. Thanks for the useful tips on the website they are excellent to
the beginner like me. USA on February 7, I have to thank you for the best website I have seen on this hobby. I
wish there were more sites like yours! USA on September 22, I would love to make it down to Poland, visit
Auschwitz and a few other places. My wife saw your website and said, "what does he do for a living? He sure
is having fun. You have done an outstanding job so keep up the great work. Hope to have it all read soon, love
the history part. Glad you enjoyed the pictures hope to send you some of my finds soon. I will be planning and
saving for the big trip next year. Keep up the great website and good hunting! However, making and keeping
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my website unmatchable on the Internet takes a significant amount of my time it is almost like having a
full-time job! Growing a website and making it self-supporting is a "bumpy road". This is why I need your
help! Clicking on the donate button will take you to a donation page powered by Donorbox and dedicated to
my website MetalDetectingWorld. Donorbox does not store any card or bank data. Credit card information is
encrypted and tokenized by the Stripe payment processor. By helping me keep this website alive and growing,
you will sure help many detectorists around the world as well! By now it has taken me a long while to create a
new code for my webpages in order to make them mobile-friendly. Currently I have only a few major pages
remodeled, and it is going to take me a long time to reconstruct a huge load of almost 5, pages. If you are
currently visiting my website via a mobile device, please do not get irritated when a clicked link takes you
from a responsive page to a static, unresponsive and scrollable page with large images. Please be patient while
I am trying to finish a huge task. Thank you for your understanding! If for some reason you dislike my website
or even hate it, at least take a look at this nice Russian lady Victoria in NYC!
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4: Sport Treasure Hunting - Garrett Metal Detectors
Welcome to www.enganchecubano.com - The largest Treasure Hunting Forum and Community on the Internet! We
have discussion forums that cover a wide range of treasure related topics, from the Shipwrecks to Metal Detecting.

Posted on May 18, by Emily Fetner To understand gold , you have to address it in layers, since there are so
many aspects of it. In our last Brain Food blog, we discuss the different types of gold in gold jewelry. Purity is
one of the most important things you should consider, especially if you are going to buy gold. How much the
gold item is, is directly related to purity. So, to start, how is purity measured? Gold purity is measured in
Karats. Karats are expressed in fractions of As quoted by source 1, 24K is If someone invests in gold and has
gold bars, they are 24K as well. Investing in gold requires at least 22K and up. There are also 9K, 10K and
14K gold. There are also low and high karats. If the karat is lower, the stronger it will be. If it is higher, it will
be softer. See this handy gold purity conversion chart. Other lists of stamps that can be used to measure gold
purity include: This consists of a base metal, like brass, with a certain thickness of gold electrolytically
deposited onto the base. When the gold is heated and pressure bonded to the base metal. It must have a
minimum purity of 10K gold. All of these will help you understand gold as a valuable element and make the
right decisions for buying, selling, collecting, etc. We do encourage you to further research the subject if it
really interests you. There are plenty of wonderful sources and you can take your pick for what is right for
you.
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5: Treasure Hunting | Your one source for Treasure Blogs and News
Find great deals on eBay for treasure hunting metal detectors. Shop with confidence.

The Armstrong Site was part of the amazing story of our national origins rooted directly in the battle between
the French and Spanish for possession of Florida in the year I became very excited to learn as much as I could
about the story of the Metal Detectorists and the Armstrong Site. After over two years I finally put this podcast
together thanks to Terry Armstrong. Terry Armstrong runs the publishing house of Signum Ops , and he has
produced an array of titles dealing with treasure, salvage, and shipwrecks. This is the place to do your serious
treasure hunting research. I have five of his books so far and will invest in more. Here are two of my favorites
so far. Armstrong Terry and Doug are not related. Armstrong is the person the Armstrong Site is named after.
This book is a brief recollection of the events leading up to the heinous Matanzas massacre, followed by the
investigative report of what may have happened to the few Frenchmen who escaped the Spanish death trap.
More than four hundred years later, the author, in cooperation with the N. A controlled excavation reveals
evidence of a Surruque Indian settlement where these castaways lived with the native people. Fully indexed
with bibliography, the book contains detailed photos of coins and artifacts recovered during the investigation
along with scanned reproductions of the manifests for a number of the French vessels involved in the wreck
disaster along the Florida coast in Prior to the acquisition of properties on Cape Canaveral and Merritt Island
by the federal government for the Air Force Eastern Test Range and the Kennedy Space Center, residents in
the vicinity were aware of the many shipwrecks along the coast from Edgewater southward to present-day Port
Canaveral, an area now known in Florida as the Space Coast. As the Kennedy Space Center was being
developed, a number of treasure hunters combed the area, making remarkable finds dating from ancient times
throughout the first contact period between Florida natives and Europeans. Before the creation of the
Canaveral National Seashore and the Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge, some of these treasure hunters
managed salvage leases all along the Cape Canaveral area, awarded to them by the State of Florida. E5A was
situated along the southern extent of Klondike Beach, perhaps so named for the booty found there in the past.
Marx, as well as a number of aerial charts especially prepared by the author. Personal notes of Robert F. Marx
dealing with shipwrecks around the Cape are included, along with a summary of archaeological sites recorded
by George A. Long for NASA in
6: Home - Gold and Treasure Hunting
Treasure Hunting in Los Angeles Choose from Our Selection of Metal Detectors. At Cal Gold Detectors, we are here to
equip you for whatever task you seek to undertake in the area of metal hunting.

7: Metal detector - treasure hunting
With 50+ years of active treasure hunting experience at your fingertip, aggressive pricing and a wide selection of quality
gear, Treasure Hunting Outfitters looks forward to your joining our extensive family of satisfied customers dating back
decades!

8: Metal Detecting and Treasure Hunting
Everything from the sound of the metal detector makes to hunting a new location, it's just too awesome to put into
words! I personally look for stories having to do with treasure hunters who are passionate about the hobby and finds
some.

9: Treasure Hunting @ OKM Metal Detectors 1 / 3
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I'll remember this day for a long time! I return to a colonial home site I discovered on a previous adventure and find some
real "pirate treasure"! T-shirts.
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